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Letter from the Editor - Bob Fernee
Lately, I hear it all the time. From runners, that is, and
especially at races. It goes something like this: “I don’t
feel like races even are worth running without the postrace party and gathering.” Yep, I know, I understand, and
I empathize. Thanks a lot Mr. Covid. Yes, you, the world’s
greatest party-pooper. It’s not the same and that’s a fact.
For all of us old timers it is particularly painful. As we
watch our athleticism decline and our race finish times do
the same we eagerly look forward to what comes when it
is all over – the party, the camaraderie, and the tall tales of
the “good old days.”

up with a location it was a beauty – New World Sports
Complex, in the Cecil Field area. The day was great
and so was the course. I am sure that everyone had a
wonderful time. Some more than others: Graham Myers,
the 14- year-old son of one of Jacksonville’s best runners,
Gary Myers, won the 5k race in 17:30. Ellie Fluman (18)
was first in the women’s division with a time of 19:28.
The event saw 133 people finish. Not bad considering
the venue changes and virus concerns. As always, Herb
Taskett did a super job of directing the race. Herb has
directed this event for 33 continuous years. Thanks, Herb.

So, stick that syringe in our arms, pump that vaccine in our
veins, put an end to this doggone Coronavirus and let us
get back to the post-race party that we know and love.

Speaking of years, I recently had a birthday of sorts. I
have now served as editor of this fine publication, The
Starting Line, for ten continuous years. Nobody gave me
a cake or threw me a party, but, then again, nobody threw
any rotten fruit and veg either. (If they did, they missed)
Ten years, who ever thought I would last this long? It’s a
tough job and many a smaller man would have crumbled
by now but it is made so much easier with the help of
our magnificent regular contributors, such as, Jeff Wight,
Jay Birmingham, Mark Baughman, Rob Coltman, Sean
McCormack and Jon Vredenburg. Without them I would be
sunk.

Meanwhile, JTC Running has done everything in its
power to restore normality. Or, at least, the new “normal.”
In November we held our first Emerald Trail 5k on
Jacksonville’s running/walking trail of the future. I should
say, the present, for some of the trail is already a fact. The
inaugural event was a smashing success, 367 runners and
walkers finished. 37-year-old Kevin Curran won the race
in 18-minutes and 14-seconds. Leading the women was
17-year-old Kathryn Saunders.

Mickey Moore (50) won the 50k in 3-hours, 55-minutes
and 9-seconds. Ashley Sumners (24) won the women’s
50k in 4:13:05. Girl power dominated the 12k which was
won by Amelia Williams (28) in 55:59. Daniel Hicuman (36)
was the fastest man with a time of 56:07.

No doubt, all our sights are now set on the upcoming
2021 Gate River Run. It will be different this time, for sure.
A scaled down expo, no congregating after the race, no
kid’s one mile, no special needs race, and worst of all, no
Diaper Dash. We will have a reduced entry 5k with 2,000
participants and a scaled down 15k of 8,000 runners. We
must all remember that we are lucky to have the race at
all. So many events have been cancelled, postponed or
turned into one of those “virtual” things. I have already
signed up (hope you did too) and I am quite sure that
while I am running it the race won’t seem any different.
Even though they’ve cut the field in half I still won’t win it.
Most likely, I will be even closer to the rear!

It was a perfect day for a race, the sky was overcast, the
temperature was low, and the humidity was non-existent.
Kind of like running in an air-conditioned room, but this
was outside in the most beautiful landscape that north
Florida has to offer. You can read more about it in the
column that Guana race director, Mark Ryan has written
for this edition.

Train faster to race faster. Sounds so simple, but how do
you do it? Well, you start by reading and heeding Sean
McCormack’s insightful and educational column inside
this newsletter. Maybe running alone is not the answer.
Jeff Wight believes that doing some weight training would
certainly help you. He offers his advice also within these
pages.

Third time lucky when it came to our venerable crosscountry classic, The Last Gasp. We couldn’t stage it at
our usual venue, Jacksonville University, due to Covid19, and we couldn’t run it at our second-choice, Blue
Cypress Park, due to a very lame excuse produced by our
wonderful city government. However, when we did come

Keep running, stay fit, but please be careful; we are not
over this Covid thing just yet. Keep your mask up and
don’t let your guard down. See you on March 20th.

Next up was our annual trail races held at the Guana
Tolomato Reserve. Once again, the event was superbly
organized and executed by club member, Mark Ryan.
Incredibly, and even during this pesky pandemic, a bumper
crowd showed up. 64 made it around the 4-lap 50k course,
31 completed the 25k team race, and 100 finished the 12k.
That is a record number of 195 finishers.
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President's Letter - Larry Roberts
Greetings! Wow, what a year 2020 was! The craziest in

The summer running camp program for high schoolers

my memory for running and-- everything else. On the

was scrapped, as was our annual Awards Banquet and

running front, we had the Go Green Winter Beach Run

December Social at 1st Place Sports San Marco.

in January. The green approach was well received- no
paper forms; recycling and compost bins; aluminum
water bottles filled from the Water Monster replaced
plastic bottles; and a beautiful day to run on the beach!
We got incredibly lucky with the Gate River Run in
March: sliding the Expo and race in just a week before
COVID shut down the Players Championship and…
everything else! In June, we managed the first
running event after the pandemic shutdown
with the timed 5k for Marathon High.
First Place Sports used what has
become the norm for races in the
COVID-era: online registration
only, wave starts, and six foot
spacing. That was not sufficient to
meet City of Jacksonville Beach
requirements, so the Tijuana Flats
Summer Beach Run was scrapped.
In November, the thrice rescheduled
inaugural VyStar Emerald Trail 5k marked
our first full size running event. We had 500 participants
biking, running, and walking from the Duval County
Courthouse to Andrew Robinson Elementary along the
Emerald Trail’s LaVilla Link and the S-line. There was
plenty of room on the courthouse lawn to maintain social
distancing and the waves start worked well.
Our traditional Guana Trail Races followed in December
with a full field. The only thing missing was the postrace party at The Reef. We will make up for it next year!
Then at the end of December, we managed to hold
the 44th Last Gasp at New World Sports at Cecil Field
after learning that the traditional Jacksonville University
course would not be available due to COVID. That race
had a full field and the impromptu social after was a
plus!
The virus impacted several other events too. The track
meet series was cancelled after one meet in January.

Despite all this, our membership is down just 5% from
this time last year and I want to thank all of you for
staying with us during this trying time.
While running was impacted by COVID, the Club’s
community involvement made significant contributions
in 2020. Two water fountains were given to the City of
Jacksonville Beach. An Eco-counter was donated to
Downtown Vision and installed on the Northbank
Riverwalk. And $50,000 was given to
Groundwork Jacksonville for the design
of the S-line Connector on the Emerald
Trail.
The new year brings new
opportunities, starting with another
Go Green Winter Beach Run. It
was just a five miler this year, but
it felt good to get out on the beach.
Our biggest event, the Gate River Run,
will be held March 20. The 15k, limited to
8000 participants, has sold out. We will have an
awesome field of elite runners thanks to the hard work
of Elites Director, Jim Van Cleave. The USATF COVID
requirements for elite participation are detailed and Jim’s
plan is comprehensive.
The Runners Expo leading up to the Gate River Run
will span three days to allow windows for packet
pickup that will control the size of the crowds at any
one time. Masks will be required. The JTC Running
booth will feature our promotional video. We will be
taking memberships and selling caps and visors with a
touchless credit/debit card reader. You will be able to
pay with your phone as well.
Stay safe and I hope to see you at the Runners Expo!
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A Deeper Dive into Large Volumes of Easy Exercise
Part II: Incorporating Weight/Strength Training
Bio: Jeff T. Wight, PhD
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology,
Jacksonville University
Director, JU Running Laboratory at 1st Place Sports
www.1stplacesports.com/runninglab
Member, First Place Sports Racing Team

In my past two articles, I focused on simple/general
advice for staying healthy during COVID times. Here is a
reminder of my simple challenge/guidelines:
1) Exercise 1 hour per day, 6 days per week. Feel free
to break each day into 2 sessions. Bike 45 early, walk
15 after dinner, whatever. Run 5, walk 55, whatever. Lift
weights for 30 then bike 30, whatever. Come up with a
plan that sounds good to you. Get it done at least 6 days
a week. Make it a personal policy.
2) Exercise with others. Complete at least half your
exercise with others. That makes it way easier/healthier,
and great for all involved. Always remember that being
social is natural and important for our health.
3) Simple eating goals. In the next 6 weeks, try to cut
down a bit on processed food. Also, every day, eat
some raw fruit at either breakfast or lunch. Every day, at
dinner, make a raw veggie plate for appetizer, or make a
side salad.
4) Exercise early if you can. This is not for everyone. But
it is great for most. Exercise gets you in a good mood.
So you tend to have a better day and are a nicer person
to be around.
We are all plenty tough enough to do this. Simply commit
to a few simple goals like this and you will thrive.
The foundation of my recommendation is an hour of
exercise, six days a week. This aligns with advice from
my favorite health book, Younger Next Year, which was
developed by an incredible M.D. named Henry S. Lodge.
Dr. Lodge has an incredible ability to synthesize health
research and simplify. I strongly recommend you read
the book. Here is a link to a three-minute introduction by
Dr. Lodge: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7LNRCw-lc.
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Again, the basic idea is to complete large volumes of
aerobic exercise (walking, running, biking, swimming,
etc.) to build a strong heart and robust/vast circulatory
system.
Dr. Lodge shares a simple concept: large volumes of
aerobic exercise will “keep you alive”.
Then, we have the other area of fitness: strength/weight
training. Dr. Lodge promotes strength/weight training
to improve one’s “quality of life”. I 100% agree with this
concept.
In this article, I would like to help you better understand
strength/weight training. As a kinesiologist, it is very clear
to me that strength/weight training is a very confusing
topic for aging populations and runners—it is right up
top with eating/nutrition. So hopefully I can help clear up
some of that confusion and help you understand “the big
picture”. My goal is to help you clearly understand a few
key concepts. And I will keep this relevant to runners,
who tend to be extra-confused.
Weight/Strength training produces quick and dramatic
results.
When I was a graduate student, at both the University
of Delaware and University of Florida I taught weight
training many times. My approach was simple. I had
30 students in each class. I would set up 15 stations
(2 students at each station). Students would spend a
minute at each station. Each student would lift for 30
seconds (8-12 repetitions). Then, we would rotate to the
next station. So, it would take us 15 minutes to complete
a round of the circuit. Then, we would take a 2-minute
water break and complete a second round. We would
complete this 32 minute workout twice a week.
The students worked hard. Each set, they lifted to
“failure” or close to it. They sweat, quite a bit, and their
faces turned red.
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A Deeper Dive into Large Volumes of Easy Exercise
Part II: Incorporating Weight/Strength Training
During the first week, we used very light weights, to
avoid getting sore, and we completed many reps (about
15-20) to quickly master new exercises. In the second
week, on day 1, we increased the weight from “very
light” to “light”. Then, on day 2, we increased the weight
to “moderate”. In week 3, we increased the weight a
bit again and settled into 8-12 repetitions. By week 4,
the students were lifting heavy. By week 6, they were
getting quite strong and their muscles began clearly
growing larger and becoming denser. By week 8 they
were animals. At the end of the semester (week 15),
most of them looked and felt really fit. Most students
added about 3-5 pounds of muscle, and developed
noticeable muscle definition, and noticeably shed fat.
Their friends did NOT ask them, “Have you been working
out?”. Instead, they asked, “what kind of workouts are
you doing?” because they looked very fit. This happened
to my parents as well when I got them lifting weights
(when they retired). After a couple months, people began
asking them “What type of workouts do you do?”.
Improving the body composition in this manner is the
first big “quality of life” benefit weight training provides.
This is the normal process for weight training. It works
well for everyone who works hard for a couple months.
Some folks respond more than others, but it works well
for everyone.
Another comment I would hear over and over from my
students was, “I helped my friend move this weekend
and I was a machine! I carried boxes for like 2 hours and
didn’t get tired! Plus, I wasn’t sore the next day!”
Or I would hear, “Man, I went surfing this weekend, and
I did not get tired for like 2 hours! Normally, I would need
to surf 3-4 times in a week before I felt like that good!”
These examples illustrate the second major “quality of
life” benefit weight training provides. If you regularly push
your muscles to their limits in the weight room, activities
like carrying boxes and climbing stairs become easier.
Similarly, if you are used to lifting weights hard twice a
week, playing with grandkids, or going for an hour-long
hike up a mountain is not a big deal. That is the second
quality of life benefit of weight training. Physically, it
really can make you 10 years younger in just a few
months.
Weight training is typically the best way to alter/maintain
your body composition.

A classic frustration of runners is that they run a lot of
miles (15+) but fail to “lose weight” and develop “six
pack abs” and “toned arms”. This is an interesting topic.
Honestly, we shouldn’t expect slow running to make us
look like incredibly fit athletes. The “problem” is that slow
running is actually pretty easy for your muscles. When
we run slow, say a 12-minute mile, the “percent effort”
for our muscles is actually quite low. In contrast, think
about doing a leg press or squat with as maximum effort
for 6-10 repetitions. Running slow would be something
like 25% effort for your muscles (compared to maximum
effort weight training). Therefore, for distance runners,
the body focuses on developing muscles that can repeat
“easy” contractions over and over. In this scenario, the
body focuses on improving “energetics”. Within your
muscles, the adaptations are incredible—your muscles
grow many new capillaries and mitochondria (energy
factories). But from the outside, you really don’t look
much different. In contrast, with weight training, the
body focuses on developing muscles that can produce
high magnitude forces. The muscle grows bigger and
becomes more dense. This is easy to see.
There is another important contrast between running
(or aerobic exercise) and weight training. It takes about
50-100 calories of energy to run an easy mile. Therefore,
a 3-mile run (about 30 minutes) will burn about 200-300
calories. A 30-minute weight training session will also
burn about 200-300 calories. So the energy consumed
during is relatively similar. However, differences occur
after the workout. High effort weight training requires
a lot more calories to recover. Weight training does
significant “muscle damage”. Therefore, the body’s
construction crews must move in and repair all damage
caused by the high effort contractions. In running, there
is very little damage so the body just needs to “reload”
the 200-300 calories. There is little work needed to
“repair” the muscle.
Further, weight training adds new muscle that must
be constantly fed and nourished. A pound of muscle
requires something like 10 calories a day to “keep it
alive”. So, if you add 5 pounds of muscle, from weight
training, your body will burn an extra 50 calories a day.
This may not sound like much, but that would be close
to 20,000 calories for a year. That is another reason
that weight training is so effective at improving body
composition.
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Should runners lift weights?
I like to keep this topic simple. First, I would like to
address the folks that are not very concerned about
the times that they run during races. For this crowd, my
answer is: absolutely! Take advantage of the incredible
quality of life benefits that weight training provides.
Next, I would like to address the runners who want to
race as fast as possible. The first question I would ask
you is, “Can you run a fast 100-400 meters?” If your
answer is “yes”, then you probably already look like an
elite runner. There are a few of you out there, but not
many. Weight training may help you folks run a little bit
faster race, but probably not much.
More commonly, the answer is “no”, because most
people do not have an elite running physique. Most of us
run a bit slow because 1) we carry some extra pounds
on our body or 2) our muscles are a little weak and/or
“loose”. Ironically, weight training can help both of these
runners quite dramatically. It will help the “overweight”
runner shed the extra pounds and it will help the “weak”
runner develop stronger/tighter muscles and a more
explosive stride.
There is a small crowd of folks I recommend to lay
off the weights (if their goal is to run a race as fast as
possible). This would be naturally “muscular” folks who
look like strong athletes. These folks typically have
plenty of speed but they carry “extra” muscle. Again,
these folks don’t look like elite distance runners—they
look more like sprinters. Typically, these folks begin to
run much faster when they increase their mileage to 40+
miles and shed some muscle. This is, of course, also a
big triathlon topic—triathletes need to stay strong enough
to swim but lean enough to run. I will write more about
advanced topics like this in the future.
Types of Strength Training
Next, I will describe three approaches to incorporate
strength training for runners.
Approach 1: Improve strength without changing
physique.
Again, I think a simple goal for all runners is to train to
run 100 meters relatively fast. Therefore, for all runners,
I strongly recommend completing some shorter, faster
running as a form of “strength training”. You don’t need
to sprint all out, and get hurt! Simply do some 50-200
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meter repeats at 80-90% effort. This will be much faster
than your 5K pace. And that is the simple goal—get
your body used to running at paces faster than your 5K
pace to make your legs “stronger”. I would start with
2-3 repetitions of 80% effort. You could add a repetition
each week and build this up to say 10 repetitions at
90% effort. This can be done within a run, on short rest
(30 seconds), or with longer rest (90 seconds). The
approach doesn’t matter much, so chose what sounds
most appealing. What matters is that you get some reps
in at the faster pace.
I would also recommend doing some simple exercises
like lunges and squat jumps. I would start with two sets
of 5 lunges and squat jumps. Then, add a rep or two
each week until you get to two sets of 12 repetitions.

I would also do some simple abdominal exercises. Build
up to three sets of 10 “legs raises” and “15 crunches”.

For this workout, I would 1) run 1-2 miles for warmup 2)
complete lunges and squat jumps, 3) complete 100m
repeats, 4) abdominal exercises, 5) run another mile for
cool-down (optional).
I would complete a workout like this once a week. Be
consistent—do it on the same day each week.
Approach 2: Complete weight training (to change
physique).
The second approach is to lift weights with the intent of
changing your physique.
A great starting point is to complete three exercises twice
a week. You can hit your upper body muscle quite well
with just two exercises:
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Push exercise. If you push forward, you will exercise
your chest, anterior shoulders, and triceps. You can use
dumbbells, a bar, a machine, pushups, etc.

Pull exercise. If you pull towards your chest, you will
exercise your back, rear shoulders, and biceps. You can
use a dumbbell or a machine in the gym.

Squat or Leg Press. This type of exercise will hit your
big leg muscles.

Completing 3 challenging sets of these three exercises
can go a long way!

Approach #3. Get a personal trainer. The next natural step would be to go to a gym, get a personal trainer, and
complete a more advanced full-body workout twice a week. After spending a couple months with a trainer, you will be
very educated and experienced.
Next time, I will write about advanced weight training concepts. Stay healthy everyone!

The Starting Line / Written by Jay Birmingham,Wide World of Running

Minimums
I've been blessed with excellent health, I imagine it
is Mother Nature's compensation to offset my lack of
athleticism.

Ten pushups a day, every day, and you've worked your
pectorals, deltoids, and triceps 3,650 repetitions more
than zero. That ain't nothin', baby.

Since boyhood, I've marveled at the hand-eye
coordination, the speed, and the natural strength of many
of my classmates and friends. Oh, how I tried to equal
them! I threw baseballs against the barn, shot basketballs
for hours, punted a football until my foot was purple and
swollen--all to no avail.

How about adding 20 sit-ups? Every day. That's 7,300
contractions of your abdominals and hip flexors in a year's
time. Can't be bad for you, right?

My sole talent, it turns out, is persistence. Well, it's not a
talent, since anyone can do it. It is a willingness to be a
mini-athlete by consistently doing a few simple things. I've
convinced myself that is the reason for my robust health.
When folks ask how much you train, you can summarize,
"I run at least 1,000 miles a year!" You may adjust that
upwards if you keep a running diary, but just 3 miles a day,
every day, garners you a thousand miles (with 95 miles to
spare).

Pullups are a toughie. I've got one of those doorway
bars leading into my library/den. Overhand grip=pullup;
Underhand grip=chinup; I don't know what that
perpendicular grip is called--I call it a peg-board grip. One
each, total of three, every day, every year. That is more
than 1,000 pulls of my bodyweight off the ground. It
strengthens back and arm muscles.
Could you benefit from setting (and doing) some
Minimums for yourself? I believe it could be so.
Editor’s Note: This is the third time we have printed Jay’s article, Minimums,
in The Starting Line. I feel what he says here is very important. In a nutshell
-- doing what seems like a little adds up, and a little over time becomes a
lot. I think we could all heed his advice.
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The Green Monster

It’s getting close to that time of year again when we all
begin to look forward to the Gate River Run. We have
been so fortunate that Jacksonville has been able to hold
this event during the COVID pandemic. It is such a great
race and brings so much excitement, energy, and fitness
to the citizens of Jacksonville and throughout the United
States.

That means the posterior chain of your legs does not
have to work as hard as running over flat ground. That’s
good news for those tired and exhausted muscles.
However, our bones and joints do get stressed more as
we run down the bridge because there is an increase
in both the peak ground reaction force and braking
impulse that occurs. The increased braking impulse will
make the muscles of the anterior chain of your legs (hip
flexor, quadriceps, and anterior tibialis) have to do more
eccentric work to allow you to control the descent. If
those muscle did not do that extra eccentric work well,
you would end up tumbling down the green monster
rather than running down it!

One of the most unique and iconic things about the race
is the "Green Monster”. The Green Monster is always at
the front of our minds as we train and participate in the
race. We all know that we have to prepare ourselves
mentally and physically for the pain that is going to begin
at mile 7.5 in the race.

What implications does this have for you as you train?
Make sure to prepare your body for the Hart bridge
by doing a lot of posterior chain strength and power
exercises. Some examples would be box jump ups,
deadlifts, and power skips. You will also need to make
sure to eccentrically train the anterior leg muscles and
train your joints to tolerate the increased ground reaction
force you will sustain. This could include adding on jump
downs to your box jump ups, jump lunges, and controlled
lowering during leg press’.

To best help us prepare for the Green Monster, we
have to ask ourselves, “how does running over this long
bridge affect our bodies compared to running over flat
ground?” To answer that question we have to consider
both the uphill and downhill portion of the bridge and
consider both the muscular and boney system of our
bodies.

Remember, your body takes time to accommodate to
any new load or force you put on it so make sure you
give your self plenty of training time with a slow and
gradual progression, including with the exercises I have
recommended as a part of training. If you don’t, you may
end up seeing somebody like me in a physical therapy
office!

A study was done at the University of Colorado that was
very helpful in answering this question. When running
the uphill portion of the bridge, our muscular system has
a significant increase in the propulsive force required.
One in particular is the posterior chain of our bodies that
have to do more of this propulsive force. That means
our glute max, hamstrings, calf, and toe flexors are
doing significantly more work than when running on flat
ground. The good news is that the boney system does
not get taxed as much running uphill because there
is significantly less peak ground reaction force. Once
we make it to the top of that monster the forces that
occur within and on our bodies change as we begin
the descent. During the decline portion of the run the
propulsion force of our legs becomes less.

Mark Baughman DPT, ATC, OCS, Coltman and
Baughman Physical Therapy
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Gottschall, Jinger S., and Rodger Kram. "Ground reaction forces
during downhill and uphill running." Journal of biomechanics 38.3
(2005): 445-452.

Winter Beach Run
Bonnie Brooks and Laurie Ricciardi

The Starting Line / Written by Jay Birmingham

Autumn, When a Young Man's Thoughts Turn to...Cross Country!
Act One: Hog Jog, November 21

Act Two: Guana Trail Races, December 6

The virus botched the racing calendar, for sure. Six
days after the 2020 Gate River Run, the Players
Championship golf tourney was canceled after one
round, and foot races fell like dominoes.

Mark Ryan penned a terrific report about this wildlysuccessful JTC Running event elsewhere for this edition
of The Starting Line. My additional thoughts follow:

The spring road racing season was terminated, and
the summer track meets were not held. The hallowed
Summer Beach Run, northeast Florida's oldest race,
succumbed to virus fears.
An abbreviated fall racing season was staged, kind of,
with staggered starts: runners trickled off the starting
mats, racing the clock, but not each other as much.
The size of fields was limited. Turnouts were far less
than usual. Race promoters' profits fell, T-shirts went
unclaimed, medals went un-won.
The light at the rear-escape shaft from the cave was
only hoped for. "No one can say for certain when this
will ever stop." -- a phrase from "Quarantine", song lyrics
posted elsewhere in The Starting Line.
BUT--The Florida Striders went ahead with its iconic Hog
Jog cross country race on November 21. The Masked
Runners spread themselves near the starting line in
an area large as a basketball court. When the "Go!"
command was barked, off came the masks and sleepy
Ronnie Van Zant Park seethed with athleticism for an
hour.
Fifty+ registered runners either didn't show up, or called
it quits after one circuit of the two-lap course. Those 77
of us who finished, however, loved every grassy, rooted,
sandy, and muddy meter of the 5,000-meter route.
Florida was a lucky state this fall, lucky for high school
cross country runners. Most schools ran a normal
slate of competitions and District, Region, and State
Championship races. One week after the Class A State
Meet, where he placed third, Matthew Stratton won the
coveted Hog Jog trophy, posting a time of 18:29. Shelly
Allen (55-59) snagged the women's top prize in 21:35,
putting a nine-second gap between herself and 14-yearold Savannah Hill.
On par with current practices, no awards ceremony or
post-race wing-ding was held. But a good time was had
by all, as the saying goes.

Turnout-- the best-ever for the three races: 237
finishers, 247 starters.
142 contested the 12.5 km (one-lap) course through
the GTM Nature Reserve. The age distribution was
remarkable. Virtually no kids--obviously, maturity counts
in a trail race over 7.75 miles. Largest age groups for
men: 30-39 (15 finishers), 40-49 (16), 50-59 (11), 60-69
(14).
31 people (15 teams) completed the 50 km relay where
each two-person team ran two laps of the Guana
Reserve trails, 25 km each. See a separate story about
the winners.
A record 64 people toughed out four laps of the scenic
course, finishing the signature 50-kilometer event.
Although the women's winner was 24-year-old Ashley
Sumners, third overall in 4:13:06, most of the finishers
were ladies 30-39 (16 runners), 40-49 (18), and 50-59
(17).
The overall 50 km winner was 50-year-old Mickey Moore
in 3 hours, 55 minutes, ten seconds. But the largest
number of male finishers were 13 each in the 30-39 and
the 40-49 divisions.
Act Three: The Last Gasp, December 27
Subtitle: The Race That Wouldn't Die.
Readers of the JTC website were doubtless confused.
Mixed messages also came from this publication.
Would the Last Gasp be held at all? Would it be held at
Jacksonville University or Blue Cypress golf course? Is
the date December 26 or December 27?
A few short weeks before the race, the City of
Jacksonville put the kibosh on us using Blue Cypress,
claiming a few hundred sneaker-clad runners might
damage its newly-seeded fairways. Jacksonville
University, site of all previous editions of the Last Gasp
cross country races, had early announced its campus
closed to any large gathering of strangers.
Would this oldest of JTC events die in 2020?
Established in 1977, months before the first River Run,
had the Gasp breathed its last?
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Autumn, When a Young Man's Thoughts Turn to...Cross Country!
Never!
Mobilized by tradition and anger, club members from
the earliest days vowed to find a venue and hold a race
in the final week of the year. Richard Fannin secured a
course, the New World Sports Complex at Cecil Field.
Fannin has held more than a dozen cross country events
at the golf course and manager Robbie Newcomer was
eager to host.
Would the JTC spring for the fee, race timing, the
traditional shirts, the awards? There was more than one
of us willing to pay whatever it cost to ensure that The
Last Gasp would be held!

Then, I checked out the men: Richard Fannin placed
20th. Rodney Smith, 67, who is the sole Last Gasp
"streaker" with 44 finishes, was there. And the 65-69
year-old men's group? Nineteen finishers!! That's right,
nineteen old dudes, beyond retirement age, who hold
this event sacred.
The Last Gasp will go on.

					

And so, it came to pass, that on December 27, 2020, a
field of nearly 150 tradition-bound runners responded
to the call and raced two laps of the 2,500-meter
course. Some stopped after one circuit but 133 finished.
Fourteen-year-old Graham Myers, in his first Last Gasp,
was first across the finish line in 17:30.

Upcoming Events

Many, many old timers were in the field, enjoying for one
more year, a tradition that would not be throttled after 44
years!
As I looked through the list of finishers, I noted that eight
girls 14-19 finished; eight more ladies 55-59 finished.
Those were the two largest groups among them.

Jay Birmingham and his daughter Molly Brissette
finishing The Last Gasp race.

The Starting Line / Written by Jay Birmingham

"Your Name ain't Myers, Forget About it!"
Continuing the theme of JTC Running races in
December, I was struck by an apparent dominance:
The winner of the two-person 50 km relay at the Guana
Trail race was Team Myers, father and son.
Three weeks later, at the JTC's Last Gasp, father and
son Graham Myers, 14, and Gary Myers, 48, finished
one-two! My journalist's wheels spun faster--these guys
are masters of the turf!
A deeper dive into the results simply revealed that, in
December 2020, if your last name was Myers, you were
going home with trophies.
Turns out that these father-and-son duos were different
sets of Myers.
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The Guana Trail 2x25 km relay title was claimed by
Craig Myers, age 15, who was first to finish the two trail
laps in 1:46:22. His father, Craig Myers, Sr., age 43,
placed tenth in 2:13:08. Their combined time of 3:59:30
won the team title.
The Myers of Last Gasp fame, Graham and Gary, are
not the same family as Craig Myers Jr. and Sr.
But in December, if your name wasn't Myers, "Fergit
aboud dit!" End Note: Lest you lament for the elder
Myers dads in the races reported, do not. It is a proud
day when one's son, who has been taught to run and
love it, finally beats his father in a race.

The Starting Line / Written by Mark Ryan - GTM Research Reserve Board Member and Race Director

Guana Trail Race Summary 2020
The 2020 version of the Guana Trail Races was different in

The venue for this event was the amazing GTM (Guana

two ways; the unique starting arrangement we employed

Tolomato Matanzas) Research Reserve, one of 29

and this year’s race produced the most sub five-hour

National Estuaries in America. Nestled between the Atlantic

finishers in race history. As a reminder, this event is made

Ocean to the east and the Intracoastal Waterway to the

up of three races: the 50k individual, the 2x25k team and

west, it provides spectacular views of nature along the way;

the 12k individual events.

the main trails are surrounded by the confluence of the

Due to the circumstances surrounding 2020, the start of
all races was composed of multiple wave starts, which
included staggered starts within each wave. Once free of
the starting line and on the trail the race was back to normal.
This might have been the nicest day for this event in the
nine years I have been the Race Director; clear and cool, 52
at the start and 62 as the high. That and the trails being dry
and fast lead to 27 runners breaking 5 hours in the 50k, this

Guana, Tolomato and Matanzas Rivers, so there are many
water views to see during the race. The Guana trails are
relatively flat with virtually no elevation change. Most of the
course is hard pack, but like any good trail there are several
tree roots runners need to navigate and many runners did
take a spill or two, but that’s trail running. This year we also
had the largest number of runners falling on the racecourse.
This is probably related to the overall faster times this year.

was twice as many in one race as we have ever had. We

JTC Running donates all the profits for the race back to the

did not have any record times, but we had a lot of fast times.

GTM Research Reserve, so it is a win win for everyone.

I am always excited when Jay Birmingham, one of the pioneers of ultra-running in the U.S., can be available to start
our races. This year Jay got the 50k and 2x25k races off to
his usual great start at 8am. He then stuck around to run
the 12k at 1pm and was our official starter for that event as
well.
Two rookie ultra-runners were the Open Champions in the
50k individual event; Ashley Sumners took the women’s title
with a time of 4:13:05 and Mickey Moore took the overall
and the men’s title with a 3:55:09 time. The two Master’s
winners were; Jennifer Joy, with a time of 4:26:15 and
Steven Lutjens with a time of 4:17:34. The 2x25k team title
went to father and son team, Craig Sr. and Craig Jr. Myers,
with a team time of 3:59:30.
The 12k event start time is 1pm and always has the
largest number of entrants; it also carries a party like
atmosphere prior to the race start. The overall winner
was Amelia Williams, who also took the Open Women’s
title with a time of 55:59. The Open Men’s crown went to
Daniel Hicuman, with a time of 56:07. The 12k Master’s
winners were Hal Gilreath, with a 56:55 time and Michelle
McCullough, with a time of 59:27.

Because of my involvement with this race, I was asked to
join the GTM Friends Board, the designated
Citizen Support Organization (CSO) for the GTM National
Estuarine Research Reserve. I have served as President of
this Board for the past two years. Over the past few years
this race day has become the biggest outreach event held
each year at The Reserve (as we call it). I am immensely
proud of that fact; it was not my intention when I got
involved with the race nine years ago. Every year during
the event runners come up and tell me they have never
been there before, but they will be back and tell all their
friends about it. Several of these runners have become
members of the Friends group, which provides them insight
to the work done at The Reserve; some of which is paid for
with the membership dues and donations.
Due to The Reserve park limits, we need to limit the
number of total runners to 250 and we sell out every year;
this year was no exception. This event is always held the
first Sunday in December, so in 2021 it is on December 5th.
If you can arrange to be there for race day it is a spectacular
and unique venue and I guarantee you will remember the
event and maybe even see an alligator, a deer, or a wild pig
during the race. Do not worry; they will not get too close to
the racecourse.
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If You Want to Run Faster, Train Faster
When I first started running in early 1981 in Boston,
running was just entering its true renaissance era in the
United States. Boston Billy Rodgers was dominating the
marathon, Alberto Salazar was coming on the scene, and
local races were stacked with fast runners almost every
weekend.
The common thinking at the time was if you wanted
to improve your fitness and performance, you would
simply run more miles. I had become a member of the
Greater Lowell Road Runners, and it was routine for
many members to log in excess of 100+ mile weeks. As
someone who just started running, this approach seemed
to work well for me. The more I ran…the fitter I became…
the better I performed. I did very little “quality” or “speed”
work as quite frankly we were just beginning to see the
advent of this philosophy in distance running except within
the very tight circles of the truly elite. However, within a
period of just a few years into the mid to late 1980s, this
method of training became more and more prevalent
throughout the running community. It became painfully
obvious that the days of just running mega miles would
only take you so far. The performance of those that
were training strategically “faster” were far outpacing the
runners who were only doing LSD (Long Slow Distance).
In retrospect, I only wish I had gained that knowledge
earlier. In fact, the very first race I ever ran was a full
marathon in 1981…the Greater Lowell Marathon where

distance runner of our time, started off by setting the
world record in the 1500 meters. He honed his speed
first, and then as he moved into his mid-20’s and got
stronger he began to move up to greater distances. He
broke the world record in the 5k, then gaining strength he
shattered the 10k world record. This trend continued as
he broke more and more world records including 15k,10
mile, half marathon and finally at age 35 he ran 2:03:51
and broke the world marathon record. All in all, he set
28 world records and went eight years without losing an
international competition (including bac- to-back 10,000meter Olympic Gold Medals). But his path to greatness
was a philosophy that was grounded in a simple theory…
train faster than you plan on the distance you are racing.
In this regard, his body was always primed to relax in
a race. The pace felt easy because his neuromuscular
capacity was accustomed to running faster than the

I ran 2:54. A very good accomplishment, but I always

distance he was racing.

wonder how much better I could have become if I

His journey is the same journey any elite runner now

understood the principles of quality training. You see it’s
very simple, once your neuromuscular system is trained
at certain pace, it becomes very difficult to get your legs to
turn faster. On the flip side, if your neuromuscular system
is trained on fast legs and turning them over, it is much
easier as you get older and gain strength to race at a
slower cadence and still improve your performance. All
you must do is look at the recent careers of the world’s
best as proof in point. For example, Haile Gebressalassie
from Ethiopia, considered the greatest

follows and should be the journey any runner should
follow that wishes to maximize his or her potential. Think
about it, if you run only 10k’s or further and then run a
5k hoping to run faster, you will not have trained at a
cadence that will allow you to perform at the anaerobic
threshold required. You will be racing at a pace you have
not prepared for and will probably not be able to sustain
the pace you had anticipated. However, if you have run
well at 5k and wish to elevate to a 10k, as long as you do
the consistent miles, sound interval training
(see below) and gain strength, the cadence you are used
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If You Want to Run Faster, Train Faster
to running will feel relatively easy in the early stages of

as Gebressalassie…moving up in distance as he

the race and will significantly increase your odds of a PR

strengthened but honing his speed first. That morning we

performance.

went on a beautiful 7 mile run on the shores of Cape Cod.

As I sat down to write this, I pulled some of my own
training logs from the mid to late 1980s. I wanted to give
the readers an idea of what this faster cadence might
look like. Basically, whatever distance you are racing,
break it down to what that pace translates to for 400
meters. So, for example if you wanted to run a 5k in
approximately 25 minutes…that’s 8 minutes per mile or
2 minutes per 400 meters. Once you know that number,
if you are doing 400s for quality speed work, I would run
those intervals 10-12% faster than 2 minutes, which would
be roughly 1:40-1:48 per 400. When you first start, your
recovery time should be where you feel you are almost
recovered but not 100% recovered. Could be two minutes
for example, and as you progress, keep the same 400
times but reduce your recovery as you get fitter. This will
dramatically increase your strength. My suggestion is
every 3 weeks take 15 seconds off your recovery time. It
will be tough…but you will improve drastically. For 800s,
run those 5% faster than your planned race pace. So, in
the above example, about 1:50-1:54 per 400.
As a side note…cyclists also work off the same principles.
They work on their cadence or RPM’s combined with
different levels of resistance. High Intensity Interval
Training combines high RPM “spin ups” with increasing
resistance. The hallmark of this training is to be able to
hold the same cadence or RPMs as resistance increases.
And just as described above, the cadence is trained at
a speed or RPM which is greater than is planned for the
race.
Another great example was in November 2018. I was
working in Boston and was fortunate to spend the day
with Geoff Smith, 2-time Boston Marathon Champion in
1984 and 1985, and 2-time British Olympian. Geoff was

I asked Geoff as we were jogging along, what was the key
to his success. Quite simply he said…"If you want to run
fast…you need to train faster.”
Good Running, Sean
seanmichaelmccormack@gmail.com

Quarantine		

by Jay Birmingham and Bob Fernee
The world is all shut down, you see
And dreary is each day
I spend without my closest friends.
Alone, I have to play.
Oh, Quarantine, quarantine
Our lives are different now
Away from you, I sing all alone
But still, I'll muddle on somehow
The times we got together, see?
The banter that we shared
Our ever-present laughter
More precious than a prayer
My life before the virus came
Is vanished: dead: extinct.
No crowds can come to cheer our band
Nor thousands run our race
No arm around a shoulder, now
To reassure a friend
No heartfelt hug or handshake
The germs could be our end
Our Hell hath come much sooner
Than anyone had thought
'Twas ne'er anticipated
One day our lives just stopped.
The whole world is upended
Rich/Poor, it matters not
No one can say for certain
When this will ever stop.

ranked #1 in the world in 1981 in the 10k.

Prior to that he was a 1500-meter runner and had
clocked a 3:53 mile. He followed the same path

Oh, Quarantine, quarantine
Our lives are different now
Away from you, I sing all alone
But still, I'll muddle on somehow
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Streaker Proclaims: The Gate River Run Saved My Life
the River Run and thought it could be just the thing to get
his fitness upgrade started. “The guys” in the office yakked
about the race, and as young guys who work together are
known to do, braggadocio arose (excitedly) and before
long, the group of non-runnning, chubby, out-of-shape
accountants were challenging one another, each claiming
that they would finish that 15K faster than anybody else in
the office. This office rivalry only served to motivate Ty even
more, so he paid the five-dollar entry fee ($5 !) and vowed
to finish the 15K. Obviously, this race was going to be a big
deal.
Our big, local race, the Gate River Run 15K, has a special

When asked how that first race went for him, Ty said, “It was

name for people who have run every one of the River Runs,

a slow race. I would run about 100 yards and then walk 100

starting in 1978 – 43 so far and this year will make the 44th.

yards. It took something like two hours and 20 minutes for

They are called “Streakers.” One of those Streakers boldly

me to finish, my slowest Gate River Run ever.” But it must

stated, during the last week of January, that the Gate River

not have been too awful an experience for him, since he

Run saved his life and further said that his claim has been

registered for the 15K again the next year and the year after

backed up by three medical professionals.

that, and so on and so on. His compulsion for running had a

Tyler Payne, known as Ty, is an accountant and has been
all his life. He owns his own business now, but back in 1978,
he was an employee at a local firm with a large staff. Word
got around the office where he worked that the Jacksonville
Track Club (now branded as JTCRunning) was going to be

great effect on him physically, going from 185 pounds at the
first race (and he’s not very tall) down to around 150 since
then. Back in those days, he was able to run finishing times
under an hour. Zowie! He has remained a lean, fit person,
even though he is now 76 years old.

staging a large, long-distance running race – a race that

Ty figures, and doctors have confirmed, that if he had not

would rival the big race in Atlanta called the Peachtree Road

started running because of the Gate River Run, he would

Race. The course was going to be along the river, crossing

have ballooned up to more than 200 pounds and he would

two bridges including the enormous Hart Bridge, so the

have died before his 50th birthday. Three different doctors!

distance ended up being fifteen kilometers (15K) to make

He would tell each of them the story I just told you, only with

the big circle around. They were planning for thousands of

more detail and way more elaboration. All three confirmed

runners and they were even inviting the champions of road

what Ty Payne proclaims: The Gate River Run saved his

racing at the time, including the big star, Bill Rodgers. All the

life. They all said he would be in the grave if not for the

local runners were very excited and it was such a big deal,

Gate River Run. All of us, then, are very happy that Ty is still

that even non-runners were getting worked up about the

around, because he is our friend and because he is a great

River Run 15K

example for everyone of the positive effects of running. Take

Ty had been working lots of hours. It seemed like he was
always at work. As a result, he had gotten terribly out of
shape and put on weight. He got a scare when he needed
some dental work and the dentist challenged him, saying
he was worried Ty might die during the procedure because
of his low level of fitness. Then he heard about the plan for
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this lesson: Run the Gate River Run! Live until you are 76,
still running. Good life!

The Starting Line / Written by Bob Fernee

Additional Questions to Doug Alred, Gate River Run Race Director
Editor’s note: It always happens, as soon as I interview

I am beginning to think that I will never finish writing this

someone, I realize there were a few more questions that

story and since it is Groundhog Day … well. In any case,

I should have asked but didn’t. Same thing happened

the USATF National 15k Championship (and that is what

when I interviewed Gate River Run race director, Doug

our Gate River Run 15k is and has been for many years)

Alred in the last issue. Now, I will attempt to make

is now back on. Yes, it’s ON. That means elite runners

amends. Here are the other questions I meant to ask:

from all parts of the country coming in to compete in our

Bob Fernee, editor: Normally, the Gate River Run takes
place on the first Saturday of March. This year it won’t,
prompted the change?

Board Member, Jim VanCleave has been hotly in pursuit

Doug Alred: We had to go with the 20th. Monster Truck
was March 5th, and The Players is the weekend of

Did you know that the Gate River Run is also the USATF

BF: Due to Covid-19, travel, especially via planes, is
difficult and dangerous. Will there be invited elite runners

problems with all the social distancing issues. We may
try to have a small, invited field, but that still has to be
worked out if we do. Limiting the 15K entries to 8,000 is
going to really cut down the budget for this year so this
is a good year to pass on the Championship.
BF: The field of the 15k has been cut to 8,000
participants, is there a chance, now that there are
vaccines, that there could be a rethink and more people
let in as we get closer to race day?
DA: Everything is possible. Unfortunately, we would
have to make that type of decision soon. We have
already ordered the medals and shirts. They are
currently on a boat from China. Any additional items
would have to be air freighted, which would be very
expensive. I am very hopeful that the vaccine will
quickly turn this Covid crisis around. I really hope that
our late spring events can return to normal.
Editor’s note, part deux: Well, it seems that since this
interview took place some things have changed.

and our fine race. From what I understand, this could
that the GRR has ever seen.

for the Fairgrounds.

Championship again this year but run into too many

of elites and arranging their travel plans to our fair city
very well be the finest, fastest bunch of invited athletes

March 13th. We also had to go with a date that worked

DA: We were hoping to have the USATF 15K

since Covid-19 has put the brakes on all their races and
racing plans during 2020.

it will be run on the third Saturday, March 20. What

at the 2021 Gate River Run?

race. I am sure they will be more than happy to do so

Florida Assn. State Championship for open and masters
men and women? No? Well, you can excuse yourself,
because neither did I. It is and will be again this March
20th.
Some things you need to know: The 15k is sold out. The
8,000 ceiling has been reached and you can’t get in now
for either love or money. But there is still room in the
GRR 5K – which is another very fine event and supports
many various charities. So, jump on in and lend a hand.
The 5k starts at 10 A.M. and you can enter at
gateriverrun15k.com. The 15k begins at 8 A.M. One
final thing: The entire Fairgrounds area will be closed
inside and outside. No festivities, no food or beverage
giveaways, no JTC Running hospitality tent, nothing.
Thanks a lot, Coronavirus. This year, the GRR is a BOB
event – bring own bottle, bring own beer, bring own
banana. Even so, we will have a great time.

Upcoming Events
GATE RIVER RUN 2021
Saturday, March 20, 2021, 8:00am
Good Luck To All Runners and
If You Can’t Run It, Support It on Race Day!
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A Sound Mind in a Sound Body
The ancient Greeks were pretty smart. They were loaded

doesn’t care if you are fit or falling apart, and I also worry

down with philosophers, mathematicians, artists, and

over Alzheimer’s. They say it is, quite likely, inherited, so

statesmen, all good stuff. I guess deep thinking was their

every time I forget the slightest thing a certain panic and

bag. They created democracy and they had Gods up the

dread sets in. Maybe I worry too much. Maybe I think too

ying-yang. One of their old sayings is a favorite of mine:

much. Maybe I forget too much. Well, no question there.

Everything in Moderation. So perfectly simple and yet so
timelessly accurate.

Anyway, on January 3rd I saw a report on CBS News
Sunday Morning about dementia and what a person

An old Greek proverb spoke of a good brain inside a

can do to forestall, prevent and maybe even reverse the

healthy body. This, like a lot of other great Greek ideas,

deterioration of the mind. I felt I should share it with you.

was later swiped by the Romans. A satirist named
Juvenal converted the proverb into what today we would
call a soundbite and the famous phrase, ‘anima sana in
corpore sano was born.’ Which, as you know, means, a
sound mind in a sound body. It then went on to become
the acronym, ASICS. Which, in turn, was later stolen by
the Japanese sports manufacturer, Onitsuka Tiger and
consequently, the company changed its name to ASICS.
Plagiarism is the most flattering form of theft; well,
something like that. Phew, what a history lesson, and I
haven’t even begun my thought-provoking article yet.
Wait, let’s not be hasty, who could forget that other
fine phrase: ‘For want of a nail, a fortress is lost.’ Cool
way of saying don’t overlook the small stuff. Which has
absolutely nothing to do with what I am about to report.

If you have watched CNN at all lately then you are
familiar with Dr. Sanjay Gupta. He seems to be CNN’s
go to guy when it comes to health matters. Gupta has
written a new book, Keep Sharp – Build a Better Brain
at any Age (Simon & Shuster). He has written a couple
of other ones; Chasing Life and a follow up, Cheating
Death.
The average brain weighs three and a half-pounds and
it contains all of a person’s joy, pain, memories and
learning. Amazing isn’t it? that chunk of grey matter in
your skull knows all about you, it’s even worse than
Google and Amazon.
More than five million Americans have Alzheimer’s
Disease. But how can one tell the difference between

But what the heck, a track club newsletter is all about

routine forgetfulness and the onset of dementia?

taking up space.

Gupta says: “People lose keys all the time, it becomes

This time, I am going to write more about the mind, the

abnormal when you cannot remember what those keys

brain, than the body. Why? Because being runners and

are for.”

health nuts we concentrate on the body and forget about

Hold on: Is there any difference between dementia

the brain. Besides, I’m a guy, and like all guys when it
comes to girls we are far more interested in their brains
than their bodies. What? Did I just say that? Forget it.
Forget. Oh dear, forget is the operative word, and that’s
it, that is what I am getting at: Dementia and Alzheimer’s
Disease.

and Alzheimer’s Disease? Yes. Dementia is a decline
in mental function that is usually irreversible. It is a
syndrome not a disease. It is a catchall phrase that
encompasses several disorders that cause chronic
memory loss, personality changes or impaired reasoning,
Alzheimer’s Disease being just one of them. To be

For me, it’s personal; my mother, Pat, had Alzheimer’s

called dementia, the disorder must be severe enough to

and died of it. It was a long, slow way to die. The patient

interfere with your daily life, the Mayo Clinic reports.

deteriorates, sometimes slowly and sometimes quite

Alzheimer’s is a specific brain disease that progressively

quickly. You watch them go and there is nothing you can
do but watch and realize that they will never get any
better – just worse. Me? I fear the cruel one, cancer, that
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and irreversibly destroys memory and thinking skills.
The specialists say that age is the biggest factor for the
disease. Oh great, I just turned 70. Dementia is broader
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A Sound Mind in a Sound Body
than Alzheimer’s and is the most common form of

He says: “Practice makes perfect but change builds

dementia, accounting for an estimated 60 to 80 percent

resiliency.”

of cases. The second-most common type form, vascular
dementia, is caused by high blood pressure. Other types
are alcohol-related dementia, Parkinson’s dementia, and

“Change is something we need, and we must get out of
our brain’s comfort zone every day to use other areas of
our brain. Learn a new skill; scare yourself a bit.”

frontotemporal dementia.
Gupta wrote: “There are lifestyle changes that we can do
that will delay the onset, and even reverse it. The key is

Number 4: Sleep. According to Gupta, there are
so-called ‘garbage removing cells’ that help to take
toxins from the brain. While sleeping, memories from

doing things that create cognitive reserves in the brain.”

the day are processed. One third of our lives are spent

I hope he is right. If I can do something to build these

sleeping, and the day’s experiences are consolidated

“cognitive reserves” he talks about, then lead me on,

into memories as we sleep. Lack of sleep will affect the

Doc. Gupta says:

performance of those garbage removers.

Number 1: Exercise. “What is good for the heart is good

Yep, just like Shakespeare said: “Sleep that knits up the

for the brain. When you move, it is like you are signaling

raveled sleeve of care. The death of each day’s life, sore

to the body and brain – I want to be here.”

labor’s bath, balm of hurt minds, great nature’s second
course.”

“Sitting,” said Gupta, “is the new smoking. It takes
months to change the heart, but the brain can change

I was going to say exactly that but Shakey beat me to it.

very quickly.”

Number 5: Friends and Family. It’s a fact, we are social

Ah, now that’s good to know. I can change my brain and

creatures. Why, just look at the end of every race

improve my heart. Then, one day science can give me a

(pre-Covid, of course), we are socializing, telling tall

whole new body. I can see it all now …

tales, lying, and loving it. In fact, some runners say, why
go to a race if you can’t pal around with your friends

“Bob, tell us, what you want and how much of it?”

afterward? Darned good point, and Gupta backs it up by

I shall humbly reply: “I’m not greedy, just make me

saying; “to fight off dementia, social interaction is highly

absolutely irresistible to women.”

important.”

Gupta’s Number 2: Diet. Eat less red meat and

In a nutshell, the best remedy: Go for a run or brisk walk

processed food but more fruit and vegetables. Burgers

with a close friend and talk about your problems. It is

are out, Tofu is passe, berries are in. Berries are the

good for health, good for relationships, and good for your

savior in this story, any kind of berries. This is due to the

brain.

chemicals that they release. All berries are good, but
above all berries, Gupta touts the benefits of blueberries.
Oh boy, blueberry pancakes, thanks doc, a runner’s fav.
(I hope that’s what he meant.)
Number 3: Work on thinking skills. That means trying
new brainiac challenges and rekindling some old ones –
crossword puzzles, Jeopardy on TV, take up a musical

Gupta summed it up: “Kindness, empathy, and
compassion are the ultimate nourishments for the brain.”
Not too late for a New Year’s resolution is it? No? OK,
good, here it is. Bob’s New Year’s Rezzie: Don’t just
think about your bod this year, do something good for
your brain. ASICS, baby, ASICS.

instrument, learn a language. Gupta says that even
video games can help. For crying out loud, Gupta, don’t
tell the kids that! (Oh, that’s right, kids don’t suffer from
forgetfulness, they just act like it.)
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Weekly Training Runs
Sunday 6:30 am, Mandarin: Various locations and
distance. See Facebook page at www.facebook.com/pg/
JaxSundayRun/posts/ NO Facebook account necessary
Sunday 6:30 am, Atlantic Beach: Atlantic Bl.
& 1st Street. 5-10 miles.
Contact: Linda White; (C) 662-4928
whitelindab@bellsouth.net
Sunday 8:00 am, Jax Trails Group Run:
visit Jax Group Trail Running on Facebook

Thursday 6:30 pm, Springfield: Hyperion Brewery,
3-4 miles. Good beer at Hyperion after each run.
Historic neighborhood. Worth the trip!
Contact: Bill Dunn; wmdunn222@gmail.com
Friday 5:40 am, Mandarin: Beauclerc, Forest Circle,
7.5 miles.
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com,
982-3730

Tuesday 5:35 am, San Marco: Southside United
Methodist Church 5-6 miles. Different pace groups from
7 to 9 minutes. Contact: Kelli Howard; 904-333-9208 text
or cell
Tuesday 6:30 pm, Baymeadows: Wicked Barley on
Baymeadows. Close to 1st Place Sports, 3.5 and 5 mile
routes. Enjoy great food and beer afterwards.
(The Wicked Road Warriors).
Contact: Steve Sassa; (904) 860-0053
Wednesday 5:30 am, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training, (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730
Wednesday 5:30 pm, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730

Disclaimer on Weekly Workout Sessions:

The Wednesday morning and afternoon sessions at the Bolles School
are sanctioned by JTC Running and open only to registered members.
Information on all other sessions is provided as a courtesy only.
JTC Running does not sanction, manage, or insure these workouts.

